Abstract
Discovery of attributes associated with various entities from text is important for
building a large database of facts. Traditionally, systems focused on only one task
or adopted an incremental pipeline of the two tasks: Extracting ⟨entity type,
attribute name⟩ pairs (by ontology construction fed with query logs) and extracting
⟨entity, attribute name, attribute value⟩ tuples (by open information extraction
systems). In this paper, we investigate joint extraction of the type-level ⟨entity
type, attribute name, attribute value type⟩ tuples and the entity-level tuples by
replacing the entity mentions in the text with their types and generalizing frequent
informative segments, called meta patterns. The typed entities can help find precise
attribute names associated with the types; and the frequency of type-level tuples
can help group the entity-level tuples from numerous kinds of expressions. Mining
meta patterns enables not only their mutual enhancement but also automatic and
domain-independent discovery of attribute features from massive text corpora,
relying on no linguistic assumptions nor query logs nor human annotations. We
propose a novel framework, called MetaPAD, that runs a data-driven text
segmentation algorithm with meta-pattern quality assessment, detects synonymous
meta patterns to share the same type-level tuple and merge the entity-level tuples,
and adjusts entity types in meta patterns into appropriate granularity for precise
associations with attribute names. Empirical results show that MetaPAD
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on both attribute name
extractions for entity types and tuple extractions for facts from news, tweets and
biomedical text.
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